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Alex Pitney
Perception of project: Flexibility, Cross-practice working, 
control of nodal activity, user interaction/flexibility, spatial 
conditions of flexibility and lifespan.

Absence of ‘stuff ’ which is a strength of the project.  IT 
is good that you haven’t physically described flexibility.  
Ideological flexibility.  Notion of the architect’s will 
to ‘predict’ what will be changed, scenarios and so 
on.  Is the most flexible building not actually flexible?  
Ideological flexibility is not about moving/moveable 
walls.  Creativity- a blurring between architects creating 
(or imposing) a creative building.

Gap between architecture and thought/movement etc.  
The idea of not returning to the ‘architecture’ as such 
– maybe it is within this gap that architecture should 
emerge?

How can the building become an agitant?  Forced 
mutation, suggestion that reading feminist theory and 
introducing the notion of ‘other’. 

What does the architect do in your project? The challenge 
of the studio is to consider this, the realm of our operation, 
its restrictive rituals, its scope and the gap between the 
‘real’ world and abstraction.  This should be considered 
and it appears that you are beginning to do this.  What 
are the priorities of the architect?

David Green project, take a look!  Dave C suggests 
looking at the interaction found in ‘Smirking’ (Smoking 
+ Flirting!)

Notion of ‘pavilions’ has been raised – this could be taken 
in many ways, classical, beautiful object etc., or perhaps 
more helpfully a temporary piece of programme, changing 
event etc.  Koolhaas pavilion was made up of events but 
was also a product in itself etc.  Set of cultural events.
Public Works: ‘if you can’t find us give us a ring’.
Architect’s ‘will to control’.  Is social engineering a bad 
thing?

Hannah Lambert
Diverse values of participants.
Community resource centre.
Using the permanent to create flexible uses, allow for 
changes, nature reserves.
Instant city programme (archigram)
The architect transformed into the architect?

Joe Mackey
Cultural regeneration
Walks in radii around Sheffield- through walking read 
and experience city!
Interdeterminacy
Other ways of regenerating a city.
Industrial Land use, cultural land use.

Creative Sheffield.
Notion of control, architecture revaluing? If architecture 
re-defines, how can you design the opposite of the 
centre?  
Inverting your mind, defining the opposite.
Agenda – Economic. (of creative industries quarter).
Link to Dave S. advertising issue.
Replicating same effect at urban scale.

Crosses – things that have put Sheffield on the creative 
map.
Cultural identity, refine agenda
Cultural Centre – corrosive idea, culture is everywhere!
Relevant to Sheffield because it is so suburban
What is the incentive to be creative? Different in suburbs 
and in centre.
Shift of social/economic, the problem of making money
Open source dynamics
Everybody’s perception of Sheffield is completely 
different, Edited views of Sheffield, very personal.
Sheffield is unique because it doesn’t have a ring of 
dodgy areas around it, they are more isolated. (because of 
topography?)  Even poor people get good views?
Topography, maps could be an interesting thing to work 
with.
Critique of design centre in Sheffield from brief.
Re-design rather than un-design.
Fix on something very pragmatic.
Long tail theory.

Get over your nostalgia for old buildings and 
warehouses.
Making the brief fit into existing spaces.
Volkspalace, Berlin/Car parks NCP.
If not careful you will end up doing a restoration 
project.
It will happen in the time between now and when the 
building is built
Where do your loyalties lie?  To the building/site/
people?
(Economic) value of proposal
Reuse out a form of resistance, artists?

Kevin Ryan
Architect’s need to get paid, developer controls the 
process – architect is a tool.
Demands on developer-production of new will be viable 
whatever.
Architect is facilitator.
Meta city data MVRDV – unionisation of the user.
Book ‘Negotiate my boundary’.
System is financially driven, consider environmental/
social values.  A demand for better quality design.
Re-design system to allow for compromise between 
financial gain and quality design.
Developers decide what is designed not users.
Users need to demand better quality.
Spatial use rather than programmatic use
What is ‘Value for money’ in brief? Should re-design 
brief.
What are the priorities?
Negotiation between developers and council cause 
compromise between competition values.

Dave Sparks
Networks, Interfaces and advertising.

Idea that advertising inhibits creativity
Brand value – added value
Interface
Hardware vs activity
Look to Venturi?

JC Decaux? Advertises (see website) artwork in terms of 
screens/virtuality
There is a danger here in the lack of ‘exchange’ or 
interaction.  It may be labelled an ‘interface’ but is it?

India Aspin
Competition process - Didn’t consider it wasn’t a new 
building on site, is not what is ‘needed’ (unsustainable)
Doesn’t want to produce, doesn’t think it is needed.
Proportion of future building in Sheffield.
Motilda Works/Stag Works, (reuse and regenerate)
‘Buildings that last’ and aren’t knocked down!
Value – economic/cultural, more value to knock it down 
or more value to refurbish?
Junk space inspires no loyalty in its cleaners – rem 
Koolhaus.

Alastair Parvin
Augmented process/agitated process
Animation – 4D display of building life
Economic change – design workshop of the world – future 
role of the UK, re-programme our city environments to 
accommodate creative/cultural industries quarter/centre.
Cage against the creative industries… latte and beanbags 
culture…mono-economic with generic utilities.
Creative inclusion – filtering up from all sectors of 
society.
Wastes of time, what are they? Where can we promote 
creativity?
Free time/free space – people busier, exploit unused 
spaces.
National creativity service – hobbies.
Old people and young people, where do they fit in?
Take advantage of existing spaces for hobbies.
Who designs the software system?
PRECARE – Belgium artists and legal economic…/
time for space.
State provision for time designing is currently to be less 
creative.
Who do the hobbies advantage? What is a hobby?
Social class – inclusive/exclusive
Providing opportunity: social and economic argument
Choice/flexibility, society/creativity
Be specific – maybe go smaller in where you want to try 
and change/create chances.
Do you want to just design a system/dry set of rules?
Kit of parts? That can be applicable in any social situation 
(ie. Those where ‘systems’ (technology) is not as present 
in more disadvantaged communities).
Creating chances and working up to a strategy
Beat the T.V. hobbies and time.
Specific and small scale strategy.

Juliet Sakyi-Ansah
Permanent structure, grid system that allows for 
development vertically or underground.  Light touch on 
site.
Building’s programme responds to 24 hour programme, 
not live/work though.  Responds to 24 hour activity.
Now the project is finished you can be critical about the 
process and the experience of the project.
Why are you planning space?
Now you can experiment with the processes that happen
Removing yourself from the competition and now 
studying the 24 hour programme, as an IDEA! Not a 
building.

Work into the idea and look into the complexities of the 
isea, are there any other ways of programming and 24 
hour space.
What installations can be 24 hour? – look at sculpture 
artists, how does experience/perception change?

How does activity change within fixed space?



Naomi Taylor
Started looking at how the building remains relevant in 
a changing context.
How a building can evolve
How a building can provoke creative use of space
Anyone engaging with the building becomes a 
participant.
Evolution as an operational dynamic model.
How does a building adapt and even mutate?
Don’t forget that the notion of building technology can 
be low tech
Participation is a framework in which to apply hi tech 
lessons in a low tech way
Participation = democracy?
Look at participating systems such as facebook! Which 
are incredibly top down in their organisation and origin, 
but very participative in function?
Arts tower: user dynamic of changing a space, good 
example.
Dynamic of providing a variety of spaces, those that are 
more of a blank canvas allowing adaptability of users and 
those instances of social interaction.
Jonathon Hill, relevant writer?
Emotions are good!
As a society do we plan for the feeling of melancholy? 
Should we or shouldn’t we promote?

Dave Cook
After review – get a stance, get committed!  Don’t fool 
us with the ‘mystery man’, ‘I’m not really ginger.’
Acting in the form of normative(alternative) way.  White 
male with expert views on space/privileged fraud?
Deconstructing the brief, creative industry as branding 
critique, analysis of mission statements/cynical view.
Response to media/filter of mediation
Conversations between users and building

Questions as environment – over architectural syntax
Fridge metaphor 
Rumours, story telling
Designing media environment
Digital campus (leeds chairman) GMI
Carey Jones (Generate profit and repeat business)
What are the spatial implications of a rumour?
Honesty in building
Ad-Busters

Media Centre/rethinking

‘you’re somewhere between doing an obvious project 
that could look really good or doing a good project that 
looks really bad’

What is the architectural conception of honesty
Media environment specifically.

Lorenzo Dwyer
>Control
Accuracy, precision in representation.
Don’t want to change language.
Highlighting part of drawing, very ‘Axonotastic’.
Developing out of movement.
Following yellow line, (ITV advert!)
Understanding different forms of control/Authorship – 
giving control to user
Media association
Relationship between power vs control

All pursuing and questioning social agendas.

Giving choice to user
What is so bad about control?
New control in society, more relevant in Britain today
Male perspective, looking down.
Creativity vs production
Such strong ideas, even if it becomes knowingly ironic.  
Clocking on – would control liberate if pushed enough?
If your defining forms – how much can you let go?
Suggesting alternatives.
Spatialized control.
Drawings pregnant with possibilities.
Religious precedent – control through inspiring/infection 
opposed to/in addition to rules.  
Crosses – things that have put Sheffield on the creative 
map.
Cultural identity, refine agenda
Cultural Centre – corrosive idea, culture is everywhere!
Relevant to Sheffield because it is so suburban
What is the incentive to be creative? Different in suburbs 
and in centre.
Shift of social/economic, the problem of making money
Open source dynamics
Everybody’s perception of Sheffield is completely 
different, Edited views of Sheffield, very personal.
Sheffield is unique because it doesn’t have a ring of 
dodgy areas around it, they are more isolated. (because of 
topography?)  Even poor people get good views?
Topography, maps could be an interesting thing to work 
with.
Critique of design centre in Sheffield from brief.
Re-design rather than un-design.
Fix on something very pragmatic.
Long tail theory?
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Study the use of public squares, fairgrounds? Loading in/
loading out, the use of public squares is temporary.
Ambiguity in temporary occupancy in permanent space.

Need to move away from a building and focus on 
process.
Tower construct as an idea, what processes determine 
occupancy?
Construction culture, are there any intriguing avenues in 
construction culture? Gorilla building?

Don’t dwell on fabricating control drawings, focus on the 
interesting bits of your project.


